Building on the work presented in [9, 10, 11, 121, a construction of the Youla Parameterization for nonlinear feedback systems is presented in which the feedback loop is disturbed by additive disturbances. The construction of the Youla parameterization of [9, 101 may then be shown to be stable and wellposed in the presence of external disturbances.
Introduction
In linear systems theory the Youla parameterization of the class of all controllers stabilizing a given plant has proven to be a useful tool in the analysis and design of linear feedback systems, see for example [19] and the references contained therein. A number of authors have tried to extend these results to nonlinear systems, for example Hammer [3, 4, 51, Chen [l, 21, Moore and co-workers [7, 61 and Verma [16, 17, 181 . None of these works proved a fully satisfactory nonlinear version of the linear results, in that either state space expressions were not available, or the Youla parameterization could not be fully derived. To date the most successful results in this direction have been derived by Paice and van der Schaft [9] where the Youla parameterization is derived via the use of stable kernel representations. These results had the restriction of having to assume that the feedback system was undisturbed by external influences, but the advantages of having explicit state space formulations of the input-output results, and allowing all operators involved to be nonlinear.
In this paper we show how these results may be extended to give a parameterization of the class of feedback pairs which are stable with respect to additive disturbances at the input and output, as in Figure 1 .
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the definitions necessary for our results, and quote some previous results.
Figure 1: The feedback system {G, K } .
Signal Spaces and Stability
Throughout the paper a signal space, 2 is taken to be a vector space of functions from a given time domain to a Euclidean vector space. The signal space is partitioned into two disjoint subsets, the stable signals, Z S , and the unstable signals, ZU. In this paper it is assumed that 2' is a vector space, 0 E Zs, thus the sum of any two stable signals is stable, while the sum of a stable signal with an unstable signal is unstable.
An operator C : U + y is said to be stable when for all U E U", Cu E y". This is also known as bounded input, bounded output (BIBO) stability. An invertible operator is called unimodular when it is stable and has a stable inverse.
2.2
We shall be interested in the analysis of the feedback system consisting of the plant G : U -+ Y and controller K : Y +-U, Y and U signal spaces, as depicted in Figure 1 . In particular, the existence and stability of the internal signals given the disturbances needs to be determined. This leads to the following definitions of well-posedness and stability. 
Right Coprime Factorizations
The well-posedness and stability of the feedback loop may be characterized by the existence and stability of an operator constructed from the right coprime factorizations (rcfs) of the plant and controller. Right coprimeness is defined as follows. The existence and stability of this matrix was used in [113 to construct stable kernel representations, a nonlinear generalization of stable left factorizations which may be used in the construction of the Youla parameterization. These concepts are reviewed next.
Stable Kernel Representations
Stable kernel representations (skrs) were introduced in [9] as generalized left factorizations, see also [ll] . Definitions were introduced for well-posedness and stability of feedback systems within such a framework which are not equivalent to the definitions above. Thus, within this paper we shall rename these definitions null-well-posedness and nullstability, as they correspond to the case that the external inputs to the system are zero. To simplify the notation, we shall not consider the general case where initial conditions must always be notated. Instead we assume that the operators used here are well defined input-output operators, that is the initial conditions for state space realizations of the operators are known and fixed throughout.
A kernel representation of the operator C
The results derived in the sequel depend on considering the case Rc(u, y ) = z # 0. It is often useful to know that each z characterizes a new input-output operator. That RE has this property is known as we1 l-definedness.
This is equivalent t o the existence of a pseudo-
In particular we shall be interested in skrs which are coprime, in analogy with the linear case. 
R e m a r k 2.10 In [ll] it was shown that if the closed loop system is null-stable, then the kernel representations are stable and coprime, and that there exist right coprime factorizations for the plant and controller. Well-posedness and stability of the feedback loop may then be checked by applying Theorem 2.5. The dual result relating the construction of s k s given right coprime factorizations of the plant and controller in a stable, well-posed feedback loop is more important here. (4) . Then 
The main results of the paper follow from a careful study of the properties of the closed loop system {Gz,, K,,}, and the closed-loop kernel operator RGK. We believe that these results are of independent interest, and so present them in the following section. A careful consideration of equations (14) and (15) leads to the following result, which is crucial to the development of the main results of the paper. 
= and applying (14), (15) Note that this is a much stronger result than nullstability or null-well-posedness of the feedback system. Setting w1 = 0,202 = 0 yields the following result. Thus, given {G, K } well-posed and stable, {S, Q} well-posed and stable, and w1 = 0, w2 = 0, we may construct a Youla parameterization result based on the skrs of G, K , S and Q, as in [9] . In this paper we are interested in proving the same result for the cme that w1, w2 are non-zero. ), (4) Proof. Given well-posedness of {G, K } , the operators R G K and T G K of Lemma 3.1 exist and are invertible. Application of R G K , T G K , and Theorem 3.2 then gives methods of determining the remaining signals, given an initial pair. The only cases which are not straightforward are when considering the pairs {zLK,w12} and {zLK,e'}. Note, however that the system is equivalent t o that constructed by exchanging the roles of z, , and z;,, e' and e, and setting w12 := -2~1 2 . Existence and uniqueness of the remaining signals then follows from wellposedness of {G. , , K. , }.
Given that {G, K } is stable, the operator R G K is unimodular , and the closed-loop system operator for {G. , , KzK } is also stable. This guarantees stability in all cases where the existence of the remaining signals was not determined by use of the operator T G K . The operator T G K was only used in the cases where the pairs chosen were {z,,, e'} or {z;, , e}}.
In either of these cases, stability of a third signal allows unimodularity of R G K or internal stability of {GZG, K., } to be applied.
Main Results
The main result of this paper is a generalization of The main result of the paper may now be stated. 
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Conclusion
In this paper we have shown how the Youla pa- version of the linear results in that state space operators may be factorized via either the right factorization approaches of Verma [18] or Sontag [14] , or the left-factorization techniques of Scherpen [13] , Sontag [15] or in [9] , and then the results of this paper may be applied to parameterize the class of stable feedback pairs. There is still some work to be done in the case that one has a feedback pair which is stable for a subset of the stable wiz. Additionally more information about the forms of the nonlinearities would allow more explicit expressions for the relationships between W I Z and w34, and would allow more easily tested state-space characterizations of stability.
